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The necessary and sufftcient conditions of outer conjugation for automorphisms 
from the normalizer of approximated III type groups are found. Let T be an 
automorphism of a Lebesgue space (A’, p) of the III, type, [T] the full group 
generated by T, NIT] its normalizer, (W,(r)) the flow associated with T and 
u 4 mod a the homomorphism from A’( T] to C(W) the centralizer of the associated 
flow. The following results are obtained: Va E C(W) % E N[ T] such that mod 
ci = a; automorphisms a, and a2 from NIT] are outer conjugate if and only if 
~(a,) =~(a,), mod a, = y mod a,y- I, where y E C( W) and p(.) is the outer period; 
the canonical form of the elements from A’[ T] is found. The case is also considered 
where T is types III, (0 < 1 < 1) and III,. ‘a 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years a good progress has been made in the study of the von 
Neuman algebras, especially as regards the outer conjugation invariants of 
these automorphisms [l-3]. A similar problem arises in the ergodic theory 
(i.e., in the theory of the transformation of the measure space), and the 
solutions to the problems are often associated with each other and are 
mutually complementary. 
Let (Q, a) be a Lebesgue space, T an ergodic automorphism of (0, a), [T] 
the full group of automorphisms of (Q, a) generated by T, N[T] the 
normalizer of [T]. Automorphisms a, /I E N[T] are called outer conjugate if 
there is y E N[T] such that a = #ty-‘, where t E [T]. The problem of 
studying the outer conjugation invariants may be considered to be the 
natural generalization of the problem of the study of usual automorphism 
conjugation invariants in the classical ergodic theory. Remember that the 
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classical theory has made considerable success in this area, as, e.g., the 
construction of the automorphism entropy, also an invariant. 
For the case of T preserving the measure u (i.e., where T is type II), 
Connes and Krieger [3] found complete systems of invariants of the outer 
conjugation. These proved to be two numbers: the outer period p(a) of the 
automorphism a E N[ T] and the number (da- lo/du)(w) = const. for almost 
all (f.a.a.) w E 0 which in [3] was termed the module of a (mod a). In this 
context, there naturally arises the problem of finding the outer conjugation 
invariants for automorphism from N[T], where T is type III, that is, for the 
case where on 0 there is no T-invariant measure quivalent o u. This is the 
object of this paper. As was done in [3], we chose the first invariant to be 
the outer period p(a) of the automorphism a E N[ T], with its module, mod a, 
as the second one, which in this case is natural to define as follows. With 
group [T] an ergodic flow W(T) = (W,(T): t E R } may be associated which 
acts in the Lebesgue space (X,, ,u,,) canonically constructed by (0, u) and T. 
There is a canonical homomorphism from N[ T] into group C(W(T)) = 
{a E Aut(X,,p,,): aW, = Wta, c E R} which is called the centralizer of the 
flow W(T). The image of a E N[ T] for this homomorphism, as in [4], we 
shall call the module of a and denote by mod a. This paper has yielded the 
following results [ 91. 
THEOREM 1. For any a E C(W), there exists such BE N( T] that 
modG=a. 
THEOREM 2. Automorphisms ai (i = 1,2) from N[ T] are outer conjugate 
if and only if p(a,) =p(az) and there is such y E C(w) that 
mod a, = y mod a,y-‘. 
COROLLARY 3. If ai E N[T], mod ai = W,(T), i = 1,2, andp(a,) =p(a,) 
then a, and az are outer conjugate. 
Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 are enough to describe completely the classes 
of outer conjugate automorphisms in the case that T is type III, (0 < A < 1) 
or III,, and also, e.g., when C( IV) = { W,(T)) or { W,(T)) has a purely point 
spectrum. 
The proof to Theorem 2 for the case of III, is based on the following fact, 
which is also interesting for the sake of itself. According to [5], the space 
(0, a) may be replaced by (XX Y, ~1 x v) and generatrices S,, Q, of group 
[T] be chosen so that Q, E N[S,] and should have the form of a “skew” 
product. It is proved that in case of such a realization of [T], for any 
a E N[ T], there is such t E [T] for which ta has also the form of a skew 
product. 
The paper consists of six sections. Section 1 deals with full ergodic groups 
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of automorphisms and the associated flows. Section 2 includes the proof of 
Theorem 1 for type III, automorphisms T. In Sections 3 and 4, Theorem 2 is 
proved for case III,, Section 5 considers automorphisms from N[T], where T 
is type III, (0 < I < I), and Section 6 examines type III,. 
We omit here proofs of some statements, which are analogous to the 
known results. Following Prof. Connes’ advice, we replace our proof of 
Theorem 3.4 by the Giordano-Skandalis proof, so as to economize space. 
We would like to express our gratitude to A. Connes, T. Giordano, and G. 
Skandalis for their attention to our work. 
1. FULL GROUPS OF TRANSFORMATION OF THE LEBESGUE SPACE 
AND THE ASSOCIATED FLOWS 
In this paper we shall use such concepts as the full group of 
automorphisms, the approximatively finiteness, the type of a group of 
automorphisms, the measurable partition, etc., without further explanations. 
For definitions, see, e.g., [ 10, 121. 
Let G be a countable group of automorphisms of a Lebesgue space (X,p). 
Then for G one can determine a dual group G, of automorphisms of 
(X x R, ,U x m) acting in accordance with the formula 
g&, u> = ( d4gx) gx, u + log ___ i 44x) ’ gE G 
where m is the Lebesgue measure on R. 
Let v be a measurable partition of XX R generated by G,-invariant 
measurable sets. Let us consider on XX R the flow T,(x, u) = (x, u + s), 
where (x, U) E XX R. Because {T,: s E R} commutates with all gd E G,, 
one can consider the factor flow {W,(G)} on (XX R)/v. The flow {W,(G)} 
is called a flow associated with G. 
If G is type III,, then it can be readily shown that in this case G, acts 
ergodically on XX R, and the flow (W,(G)} is in this case trivial. If G is 
type III, (0 ( k < I), then the flow {W,(G)} will be transitive and periodical 
with period log 1. For each ergodic flow {IV,}, there is a type III,, group G, 
for which {W,(G)} is isomorphic to {IV,}. 
DEFINITION 1.1 [3]. Let G be a countable group of automorphisms of 
(X, p). Then the group N[ G] = {R E Aut(X, p): R [G] R -’ = [G] } is called a 
normalizer of [G]. (This definition is somewhat different from that of N[G] 
in [2 and 121). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let (IV,} c Aut(X,p). Denote the set of all 
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a E Aut(X,p) such that aW, = W,a, t E IR by C{ W} and call it the 
centralizer of the flow { W,}. 
LEMMA 1.3. If an automorphism a E N[G], then a determines an 
automorphism mod a of the space X,, = (XX lR)/n with mod a E C{ W(G)}, 
where {W,(G)} is the flow of automorphisms associated with the group G. 
The mapping a -+ mod a is a homomorphism whose kernel contains at least 
LGl* 
For the proof, it is sufficient to note that if a E N[G], then 
ad(x, u) = (ax, u + log(dp(ax)/dp(x))) belongs to N[G,]. The rest of 
reasoning is clear by itself. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let a function f E L”O(X x R, ,u x m) be G,-invariant, 
i.e., 
f 0 g&x, u) =f (gx, u + log w) =f (x, ~1, g E G. (2) 
Then the function F(x, u) = f 0 aJx, u), where a E N[G] is also Gdinvariant. 
Remember then that according to [5], any type III,, full approximatively 
finite group G of automorphisms of (52, 9, u’) may be reduced to the 
following form. Let (0,9, u’) = (X, 2?(X), p) x (Y, 9’( y>, v), where ,u is a 
finite measure on X and v a u-finite infinite measure on Y and u’ w p x v = u. 
Then one can choose an ergodic automorphism Q of (X, .%(X),P), an 
ergodic free automorphism S of (Y, 9(Y), v) preserving measure v, a 
measurable field x -+ U,.(x E X) of automorphisms of (Y, 9(Y), v) such that 
Ux E N[Sl, v o U,=exp(@(U,)) v for p-a.a. x E X, where @(U,)= 
log(dv o U,..dv) so that the automorphisms 
f&(x, Y) = (x3 SY), Q&Y) = <Qx, U,Y> (3) 
generate the group G such that Q, E N[S,] and a function 
(4) 
We shall sometimes denote the group G by its generatrices: G = (S,, Q,). 
Now describe the associated flow { W,} for the group (S,, Q,). The dual 
group G, acts in space (n x IR, u x m) and the associated flow in subspace 
of (fi x IR, u x m) invariant with respect to Qod, S,,. Since S, preserves 
measure v, then S,dinvariant functions satisfy the condition: f (x, y, U) = 
f (x, Sy, u) f.a.a. (x, y, u). But S acts ergodically on (Y, s(Y), v); therefore 
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the G,-invariant functions are independent of y and satisfy the condition 
f.a.a. (x, u): 
f<Qx, u + P(X)> =fk ~1. 
Let us consider in (X x R, P x m) an automorphism 
(5) 
By (5) this transformation is type I, that is a partition q(Q,) of X X R into 
its trajectories is measurable. Then the factor space (XX R)/r(Q,) is 
isomorphic to subset X,, = {(x, U) E X x R : x E X, 0 < u < q(Q-lx)}. The 
measure ,u~ on X0 is the contraction of measure .D x m on X,,. It is clear that 
the flow T,(x, u) = (x, u + s) commutating with Q, determines the flow { W,} 
on (Xx R)/q(Q,) (and therefore also on X0). Thus, the associated flow 
{W,(G)} is a special flow [lo] with the ceiling function (D(Q-lx) and the 
basis automorphism Q - ‘. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let G = (S,, Q,) b e a type III, group of the form we 
have just described, a E N[G], with mod a = i. Then there exists t E [G] 
such that p = t-la has the form 
P(X.Y> = (x3 VxY>, (7) 
where V, is a measurable field of automorphisms of (Y, 9(Y), v) such that 
V, E N[S] and @(V,) = 0 f.a.a. x E X. 
Proof: When changing a, if necessary, on the basis elements, one may 
assume that a is a Bore1 automortism of X x Y. Let a determine the transfor- 
mation of X x Y: (x, y) --t (x&(x, y), yA(x, y)). Since the projection is a Bore1 
mapping [ 1 I], then x&(x, y) and yk(x, y) are Bore1 functions of 
(x, y) E Xx Y. Since in the assumption, mod a = i on (XX R)/q(Q,) then 
for all functions from La(X X R) satisfying (5) equality f (x:(x, y), 
u + v,(x, y)) =f(x, u) is true f.a.a. (x, u), where v/Jx, y) = 
log(du o a/do)(x, y). But in the case (x:(x, y), u + u/,(x, y)) and (x, u) belong 
to one and the same trajectory of Q, (see (6)) therefore, putting 
Z(n, p,, x) = p(x) + .-a + (p(Q”-‘4, n > 0, 
= 0 n = 0, 
= - (D(Q-lx) - -.a - cp(Qnx), n < 0, 
we have that 
x;(x, y) = Q”(x*Y)x, n(x,y> E .C 
v,(x, Y) = WG u>, 6 x>. (8) 
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Let 5 be a partition of X x Y into subsets E,(n E (2) such that for (x, y) E E, 
equality xA(x,y) = Q’x is true. Consider sets aE, and QZE. Because of (8) 
the X-carriers coincide in them, and it follows from the construction that sets 
{ y: (x, y) E aE,} and { y: (x, y) E QiE,} f.a.a. x E X have the same measure. 
Hence, in view of Lemma 4.2 of [5], there is such S, E [S,] that 
s, QGE, = aE,. Let us set 
t(x, Y> = s, QXx, Y), (x,Y)EE,. 
Since {E,} is the partition of XX Y, and {s,QtE,} is also the partition of 
XX Y, then, according to [6], t E [G]. Consequently, t-la E N[G] and 
moreover, because of (8), t-la preserves the measure u = ,U X V. But then 
t-la E N[S,] and since t -‘a(x,y> = (x,Y~(x,Y)), then f-‘C&Y) = (x3 V,Y), 
where x --f V, is a measurable field of automorphism of (Y, 9(Y), v), such 
that, f. p-a.a. x E X the automorphism V, E N[S] and v 0 V, = V. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let G be the same as in Proposition 1.5, a E N[G] 
and mod a = W,(G). Then there exists t E [G] such that /3 = t-la has the 
form of (7), where V, E N[S 1, but v 0 V, = e’v. 
The proof of this proposition is the same as that of the preceding one. 
2. NORMALIZERS OF TYPE III, APPROXIMATIVELY FINITE GROUPS 
AND PROPERTIES OF THEIR ELEMENTS 
2.1. In this Section G = (S,, QO) is a full a.f. group of automorphisms 
whose generatrices S, and Q, satisfy (3), (4). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If a E C( W(G)}, G = (S,, Q,) then there is 
2~ Aut(Xx R,,u x m)nN[Q,] (see (6)) such that c?T, = T,G (T,(x, u) = 
(x, u + t), inducing on X0 the initial automorphism a. Moreover, a’ has the 
form 
G, u) = (a,x, 24 +&I), (9) 
where a1 E N[Q] and p(x) is a Bore1 function on X. 
The proof of Proposition 2.1 will follow from Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7. 
First of all we note that we may assume that a is the Bore1 automorphism 
of (X,,,D,,); then a(x, 0) = (a,(x), q,(x)) is the Bore1 mapping of X on a 
Bore1 subset of X0. 
LEMMA 2.2. For the above introduced mapping a2: X-, X the following 
is valid: ,u(a,(X)) > 0, a2 is a Bore1 endomorphism transforming sets of the 
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positive measure into sets of the positive measure and a2 maps the Q- 
trajectories into Q-trajectories. 
ProoJ Let {X,” : n E /1 Y} be a partition of X0 into subsets 
~,“={(x,u)EX,:XEX,(I?-1)6,,<u<ns,}, 0<6,<6, 
where 6 is the same as in (4). Certainly, {X,“} are Bore1 subsets of X,,; 
therefore Y,, = a(X x (0)) n Xi, n E N are also Bore1 subsets of X, and 
hence Z, = a-‘Y,, are Bore1 subsets of X comprising a partition of X. 
Further, the points of Y, have the form (a,(x), q,(x)), where x E Z,; thus, 
a,(Z,) is the projection of Y,, on X x {O}. As a is the automorphism of X0) 
then a establishes a one-to-one mapping of the Bore1 set Z, on Y,. By the 
choice of 6, (0 < 6, < 6) and as a E C{ W} there should be a one-to-one 
mapping of Y, on a,(Z,): (a,(x), q,(x)) + (a,(x), 0). Hence, a,(Z,) is the 
one-to-one projection of the Bore1 set Y,, on X, therefore a,(Z,) is also the 
Bore1 subset of X [ 111. Moreover, if F is a Bore1 subset of X then F n a,(Z,) 
is the one-to-one projection of the Bore1 set (F x R)n Y,,. But 
ai ‘(Fn a,(Z,)) = a-‘((F x R) n Y,,) c Z, in virtue of mutual unambi- 
quity. Therefore, because a-‘((F X R) f7 Y,) is the Bore1 set, then 
a;‘(Fn adZ,>> is also the Bore1 set, suggesting that a, is the Bore1 
mapping. 
Let us demonstrate that p(a,(X)) > 0. Since (Z,: n E N } is the of X 
partition, then there is n, for which ,uZ, > 0. Let us consider set 
GJ,, = {(x, u): x E Z,, 0 < u < 8,). Then ,@%,J = 6,p(Z,) and consequently 
,u(a(CS,J) > 0. But if (x, u) E G3,, then a(x, u) = WUa(x, 0) = (a,(x), u + 
q,(x)), therefore a(GSn) = {(x, u): x E a,(Z,), q,(x) < u < q,(x) •t S,}. But in 
this case 0 < ,u(ag,J = G,p(a,(Z,)) and p(a,(Z,)) > 0, and thus also 
luMX>) > 0. 
Thus, a, is the Bore1 mapping of X into X which transforms the sets of the 
positive p-measure into themselves, as may be proved just in the same way 
as above. Hence, a2 is the endomorphism. 
Let us demonstrate that a2 transforms Q-trajectories into Q-trajectories. 
We set w(x) = &Q-*x). Under the action of a, point (x, 0) transforms into 
point (a,(x), q,(x)) and (Q-lx, 0) into (a,(Q-‘x), q,(Q-‘x)). On the other 
hand, since (Q-lx, 0) = W,&x, 0), then for n E N such that 
n-1 
lgo wWiw> < q,(x) + w(x) < ,f wWia2xh 
i=O 
the following is true: 
( 
n-1 
= Q-“a,(xh q,(x) + w(x) - c vWia2x) . 
i=O 1 
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Consequently, a,(Q-lx)= Q-” ( ) h a2 x w ence one may conclude that Q- 
trajectories do transform into Q-trajectories under the effect of a?. 
Let us prove that q,(x) is the Bore1 function. Let E be a Bore1 subset of R, 
then (X x E) n Y, is also the Bore1 subset of X x R and a -’ [(X x E) n Y,,] 
is the Bore1 subset of X, but a-‘[(XxE)nY,1={xEZ,:q,(x)~Ej, 
therefore q=(x) is the Bore1 function. m 
It will be further convenient o classify points of X with respect o action 
a2. 
DEFINITION 2.3. We call a point x E X a,-normal, if the set E, = a; ‘(x) 
consists of a single point. We call point x a,-singular of the 1st kind (of 
order n), if E, contains more than one point (n points). We call the points 
from E, associated with x. 
Note that point x will be of the Ist kind of order n, if the function 
w(x) = v(Q-ix) satisfies the relation (q(y) = q,(y)): 
n-2 
0 < w(x) - q(y) - 1 w(Q-“~9 < w<Q-“+ ‘~9, 
j=O 
where c+y=x, and a,&#~. In this case a,(Qmiy)=x, O<i<n- 1, and 
the points Q-$ (0 < i Q n - 1) are associated with x. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let us call a point x E X and a,-singular point of the 
2nd kind of order n (n > l), if 
n-1 
0 < v(x) - Ma2W> - q(x)1 - c w(Qeia2(x)) < w(Q-"a2(x)). 
i=l 
The points Q-‘a,(x) (1 Q i < n) will be called associated with x. 
Remark. We note two’ properties of a,-singular points of the 2nd kind. 
First, if Q-ia2(x) (1 Q i < n) are associated with the 2nd kind point x, then 
Q-‘a*(x) (1 < i < n) belong to the “cokernel” of (x2. Second, 2nd kind points 
of orders n > 2 are 1st kind points for (a-‘)2 of order II, and all 1st kind 
points for (a-‘), are obtained by the same procedure. It is clear that the 
points associated with a 2nd kind point for a2 are points associated with a 
1st kind point for (a-‘)2. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let &X0) < 00 and ,uX = 1, and Q be the ergodic transfor- 
mation of X preserving ,a (i.e., Q is type II,). In this case Proposition 2.1 is 
valid. 
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ProoJ: Let us set for n E N, 
n-2 
F,,, = x E x: q(x) t c v(Q-~x> < v/(w) < q(x) 
i=O 
n-1 
+ go v(Q-~x), (~2 Qx# a2x . 
1 
Then F,,, is the Bore1 subset of X, and the points x, Q-lx,..., Q-‘+i x 
(x E F,+,) are associated with the 1st kind point a2x. Let us set 
F,,i = Q-‘F,,, (0 & i < n - 1) and E, = lji F‘n,i, then E, is the Bore1 subset 
of X, determining the partition of X, i.e., E, n E, = 0 (n # m), U, E, =X. 
Since Q preserves the measure ,D, then ,u(F,,~) =P(F~,~) (1 < i < n - l), 
moreover, it follows from the definition of F,,i that a,F,,, = alF,,o 
(1 < i Q IZ - I). Let us prove that p(a,F,,,) =,u(F~,~). Since Q preserves the 
measure p, then W,, t E iR also preserves the measure ,u~ which is the 
contraction of ,uXm on X0. And since a E Aut(X,, PO) and 
aW, = Wta, t E IR then the measure ,u, o a equivalent o pu, will be invariant 
with respect .to { W,: t E IR}. It follows from the finiteness of p. and the 
ergodicity of { W, : t E IR } that pLlo 0 a = ,uo .
Let us consider the set C,,, = {(x, u): x E F,,o, 0 < u < u,}, 
0 < u. < 6~‘. It is straightforward that po(C,,,) = uop(F,,,) and therefore 
po(aC,,,) = u~~(F~,~), On the other hand, since aC,,, = {(x, u): x E a2F,,o, 
q(x) ,< u < q(x) t uol then po(aC,,,) = uo4a2F,,,). Therefore ,4a2Fn,0) = 
p(F,,,) and similary one can prove that ,u(a2F,,i) =P(F~,~). 
Now a2(UnFn,,) = 4X> ( according to Lemma 2.2, p(a2(X)) > 0) and 
,u(X - a2X) = Crz2 (n - l),~u(F,,,). Consequently, if @,,, = 1, then a2 is an 
automorphism, and by Lemma 2.2, this lemma is true. Let ,D(X - a,X) > 0. 
Represent X - a,X as U, Ur:,’ g,,i, where gn,i are pairwise noninteracting 
Bore1 subsets of X - a,X, with ,~g~,~ = ,uF,,,. Further, in [Q] there are 
automorphisms /?n,i, i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1; n E N such that /?,,i(azF,,i) = 
/?n,ia2Fn,0 = gn,i, /?n,ig,,i = a2F,,i, and /3n,i = id outside aZFn,i U G2,,,,i. 
Let us consider a transformation aI of the space (X,p) which will be 
defined as 
a,x= a,x, x E F,,o 3 
=P,,iazX, ~EF,,~,l<i<n. (10) 
In this case, ai is the one-to-one unambiguous Bore1 mapping of X 
preserving ,u. Consequently, ai E Aut(X,p). Since pn,i E [Q], there is a Bore1 
function m(x) on X with such values in Z that 
alx = Qm(*)a2x, x E x. (11) 
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Hence, obviously, so far as 01~ transforms the Q-trajectories into the Q- 
trajectories, then a, also has this property, i.e., [Q] 2 a, [Q] a; ‘ . Let us 
prove that a,[Q] a;‘= [Q]. Let gn,O= a2Fn,0 and [Q],, 0, [Q],, o be the 
contractions of [Q] on F,,0 and gn,O, respectively. We shall demonstrate 
that 
The points x and Qjx 0 E Z) for x E X will be called equivalent. Clearly, the 
equivalent points belong to one trajectory of the flow { W,(x, O)},,,. 
Similarly, points from any a Bore1 subset of X,, we shall call equivalent if 
they belong to the same trajectory of flow {IV,: t E R}. Since a is the 
automorphism of (X0, ,uO) commutating with { W, : t E R}, then a will 
transform the equivalent points of F,,, into equivalent points of aF,,,. Then, 
clearly, if aFn,, is projected on azF,,o, which is mutually unambiguous 
because of the choice of F,,o, the equivalent points in aF,,, will cover the 
equivalent ones. Thus the first relation in (12) is fulfilled. Since the 
isomorphisms /?n,j E [Q], the second one is true too. Now from 
;&!~a~: c [Ql with allowance made for (10) and (12) it follows that 
I a1 = [Ql or a1 WQI. 
Let us set 
&(x, u) = T,, Qz(‘) a(x, 0), (X,U)EXX R. (13) 
Apparently, a’ is transposable with T,, t E R. Hence, there is a Bore1 function 
p(x) on X with values in R such that from (11) and (13) follows (9). Since 
a1 E Aut(X,p), hence it follows that a’E Aut(X X R,,D X m) and since 
a1 E N[Q] then ZE N[Q,]. But then 6 induces an automorphism 
p E Aut(X,,, p,,). Let us show that /? = a. To do so, we note that if 
n(x, u) E Z is such that Q; “(G ‘)(x, U) E X0, then for (x, u) E X x R, 
T,(x, u) = Q$(- + *) W, Q, ‘-)(x, u). (14) 
Consequently, if (x, U) E X,, then with due regard for the transposability of 
T,, t E R with Q, and for (14) we obtain that 
&(x, u) = T, Q;(X’ a(x, 0) = QzcX) TJa,x, q(x)) 
= Q y+n(a*x.m+U) wua(x, 0) 
= Q ry+nkY2x,q(x)+u) a x, U). 
Hence, remembering that X0 - (XX R)/n(Q,) it follows that p = a. m 
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Remark. If ,u,(X,,) = co and &X) = 1, Q is the ergodic automorphism of 
(X,p) of type II,, then using the widely known idea of the reduction of the 
ergodic flow to the special form described in [lo], the flow we deal with may 
be reduced to the special form such that the ceiling function is bounded in 
essential features and the basis automorphism preserves the o-finite measure 
and acts freely and ergodically. 
LEMMA 2.6. If Q E Aut(X,,u) is type IZZ, then in this case Proposition 
2.1 is also fulfilled. 
Proof: Let PX = 1; we preserve the notation of Lemma 2.5. Then the 
following variants are possible: (i) ,uE, = 1, ,u(a,E,)= 1, where E, =F,,,; 
(ii)puE, = 1, 0 < ,~(cz,E,) < 1; (iii) 0 < ,uE, < 1, p(a,X) < 1; (iv) 0 < pE, < 1, 
~(a*X)= 1. 
In case (i), a2 E Aut(X,p) and a’ may be determined if set 
Z(x, u) = TUa(x, 0). The case (iii) may be considered, certainly, with 
allowance for the fact that Q is type III, as is the case II, (see Lemma 2.5). 
In case (ii), since Q is type III, then there exists an isomorphism p from 
a,E, on X of form /Ix= Q’x, x EA,, where {Ai} is a partition of a2E,, and 
{QiAi} is a partition of X. Then pa, E Aut(X,p) and /3a,[Q](,Ba,)-’ c [Q]. 
Using the definition of az, just as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, find that 
4Ql = [Ql,,, az. Further, from the construction of /I it follows that 
P[Qlcr,, =[Q],. Consequently, /3a,[Q](/3a,)-’ = [Q] and /?a2 E N[Q]. Now, 
as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, the sought automorphism Cx of the space 
XX R may be constructed. If (iv) is the case, then in virtue of the remark 
after Definition 2.4, the set of (a-‘),-singular 1st kind points has measure 
zero. Therefore, for (a-‘),, (ii) is fulfilled. In virtue of the above arguments, 
there is a”-’ E Aut(X x iR,p x m) satisfying the codition of Proposition 2.1. 
Now, as the mapping p--+ /I from Aut(X x R, p x m) n N[Q, ] in Aut(X, , PO) 
is the homomorphism, we may set a” = (Z-i))‘. Certainly a’ induces on 
(X,,,pu,) the initial automorphism a. Thus, for (iv), Proposition 2.1 is 
valid. 4 
LEMMA 2.7. Let Q be the ergodic automorphism of (X, ,u) of type II,, 
i.e., there exist on X a a-Jnite measure 5 equivalent o ,u and invariant with 
respect o Q. In this case Proposition 2.1 is valid. 
Let p be a u-finite Q-invariant measure; then if a E C{ IV}, a either 
preserves ,u or multiplies it by A (A E R +). Further, two measurable subsets 
Ei (i = 1, 2) are equivalent with respect o Q if ,uE, = ,uE, . With using these 
comments, the proof of Lemma 2.7 is based on the same arguments as that 
of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6; e.g., this method may be used to consider the case of 
a multiplying the measure r by a number 1# 1 and 0 < r(X - a2 X) < co. 
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Remark. If (p(Q-‘x) = v(x) = const. (=A) then, it can be readily shown, 
a E C{ W} has the form 
a(x, u) = ((x*x, u + p), (15) 
where a(x, 0) = (a,x,p) and a2 E Aut(X, ,u) and p is a constant. Moreover, 
from the commutation of a with W,, t E F?, in particular with WA, it follows 
that a,Q = Qa?. Of course, in this case a naturally extends to a’ on X x IR 
and acts in accordance with (15) which agrees with (9). 
2.2. THEOREM 2.8. Let G be a type Ill, group acting in (a, o) accor- 
dunce with (3), flow {W,(G)} associated with G acts as a special flow in 
space (X,,,q,), where X,, = ((x, u): x E X, 0 < u < q(Q-‘x)} and p0 is the 
contraction of ,u x m on X0. If a E C{ W(G)}, then there exists 6 E N[G] 
such that mod 8 = a. 
The proof of this Theorem ensues from 
LEMMA 2.9. Let G be the same as that in the theorem formulation, 6 as 
that in Proposition 2.1 (see (9)). Then there exists a” E N[G] of the form 
44~) = &x3 V,.v>, (16) 
where al E N[Q], x + V, is a measurablefield of automorphisms of (Y, 9, v) 
such that V, E N[S] and @(V,) =p(x) - log(dp(a,x)/d,u(x)) f.a.a. x E X. 
Before going on to the proof of the lemma, we 
Remark 2.10. Let S be an ergodic automorphism of (Y, 9, v) preserving 
a u-finite measure v. Then N[S] contains a one-parametric group of 
automorphisms {p(t) : t E IR } such that p(t,) p(tJ = p(tl + t2) and 
v o p(t) = e’v. An example of a group with such properties may be 
constructed in the following way. Let H be a type III, a.f. group of the 
automorphisms of (fi, a), Hd the dual group (see (1)). Then Hd acts 
ergodically on Y = sl x iR and preserves the measure dv(w, u) = e-‘do(o) du 
on 52 x IR. It is easy to see then that Hd is the a.f. group of the 
automorphisms of Y. Let us define the flow {p(s)} on Y, by setting 
p(s)(o, u) = (w, u - s). Evidently, p(s) and g, E H, commutate. 
Proof of Lemma 2.9. Along with the group G = (S,, S,) let us consider 
G’ = (Sg, Q;) acting in the space (X x Y’, ,U X v’), where (Y’, v’) is the same 
as in Remark 2.10; 
S;(x, Y) = (x, S’Y), QXx, Y) = CQx, KY) 
where [S’] = [Hd] and Hd is the same as in Remark 2.10; Ui = p(@(U,)) 
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and p(s) is the automorphism from N[S’], the same as that in Remark 2.10. 
It is straighforward that the G’-associated flow is the special flow with the 
ceiling function p(Q- ’ X) and the basis automorphism Q - ‘, i.e., 
W(G) = W(G’). But then, by the results of [5], groups G and G’ are weakly 












and define & in accordance with (16). Then, by Remark 2.10, 6 E N[S,]. Let 
us show that a^ E N[Q,]. To do so, note that since &E N[Q,] (see 
Proposition 2.1), then for (x, U) E X x IR there is n = n(x, U) such that 
iiQ,(x, u) = Qzii(x, u) or 
(a, Qx, u + (P(X) +P(Qx)) = (Q”a,x, u +P(x> + Z(n, v, a,~>>. 
Consequently, 
a, Qx = Q”a,x, (19) 
ul(4 + dQx> = ~(4 + Z(n, P, a 1 4. (20) 
Let us show that ~Q,,(x, y) = Q~&(x,JJ). First we note that since 
a, E N[Q] by Proposition 2.1, then it follows from (19) that n(x, u) does not 
depend on U. Further, because of (16) and (19), it is sufficient to show that 
But this equality is the corollary of (20) in view of the expressions for U, 
and V, (see (17), (18)) and the properties of (p(e)} and also in view of the 
properties of Radon-Nikodym derivatives. 1 
From Theorem 2.8 one can derive a very important property of 
automorphisms from the normalizer. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let G be as in Theorem 2.8, a E N[G]. Then there 
exists t E [G] such that a^ = t- ‘a will have the form of (16). 
(Theorem 2.11 and Propositions 1.5 and 1.6 show that if generatrices of 
the full group G of type ZZZ, are reduced to the form of (3), then any 
a E N[G], via multiplication by t E [G] is reduced to the form of (16)). 
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Proof. Assume that (17) holds true. If Theorem 2.4 is true on this 
assumption, then, by Theorem 4.6 of [5], it is true even without it. Thus, let 
mod a E C{ IV}; based on Proposition 1.5 and 1.6, we may assume that mod 
a # W,(G), t E I?. Let us set mod a =/I. By Theorem 2.8, there is /? E N[G] 
such that mod B = /I, with B of the form of (16). But in this case 
y = c&l E N[G] and mody=mod(a/?‘)=moda+(mod&‘= 1. It 
follows from Proposition 1.5, that there exists t E [G] such that 
t-‘y = t-lab-’ has the form of (7). But then t-la = (t-‘y)B has the form of 
(16), because t- ’ y and B have this form. a 
3. OUTER CONJUGATION OF AUTOMORPHISM OF THE NORMALIZER 
OF TYPE III,, GROUP 
3.1. Let G be a type III,, a.f. ergodic group and N[G] its normalizer. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Automorphisms Vi (i = 1,2) from N[G] are termed 
outer conjugate, if there exists P E N[G] such that 
v, = PV,sP-1, 
where s E [G]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let V E N[G] and V” E [G] for n E N; then the least 
such n will be called the outer period of V and denoted by p(v). If V” 6? [G] 
for all n E IN, then set p(v) = 0. 
In this section we shall prove 
PROPOSITION 3.3. &et G be an a.f. ergodic group of type III,, 
automorphisms and Vi E N[G] (i= 1,2) be such that mod Vi E {W,(G): 
t E R}, where {W,(G)} is the associated jlow. Then to have the outer 
conjugation of Vi (i = 1,2), it is necessary and suflcient that 
mod V, = mod V, = W, and p(V,) =p(V,). Thus, for automorphisms R from 
N[G] for which mod R E {W,(G): t E iR} the outer period and module are 
complete invariants of the outer conjugation. 
It stands to reason that the proposition conditions are necessary and we 
need to prove their sufficiency. The general case with mod V @ {W,(G): 
t E R }, where V E N[G] will be formulated and proved in Section 4. 
Let G be generated by generatrices S,, Q, and act in space (X X Y, ,U X V) 
in accordance with (3). Since V, E N[G] and mod V, = W,, then by 
Propositions 1.5 and 1.6, the automorphism Vi corresponds to the 
measurable field of the automorphisms x -+ V,(x) such that V,(x) E N[S] f. 
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p-a.a. x E X and @(V,(x)) = t, i.e., v o V,(x) = e’v. Further, since V, E N[G], 
then Vl: ’ Q, Vi E [G] and Q; ’ V;’ Q, Vi because of properties of x -+ Vi(x) 
and Q,, does not act on the first coordinate of (x, y) E X X Y; therefore 
Q,’ v;‘Q,, Vi E [&,I, i.e., V,:‘Q,, Vi = Q,s, where s E [S,] or 
Vr’(Qx) U, Vi(X) = UxS(X), S(X) E [S] f.a.a. x E X, (21) 
where U, is the same as that in (3). From (21) in view of the ergodicity of Q 
on (X, p), it follows that p( Vi(X)) =p( Vi) f.a.a. X. 
Now we can reformulate Proposition 3.3 into a convenient form. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (X, ,u) be the Lebesgue space x -+ V,(x) (i = 1,2), the 
measurable fields of the automorphisms of (Y, v) such that Vi(X) E N[S], 
v 0 V,(x) = e’v jka. x E X, where t = @(V,(x)). If V,(x) satisfies (21) and 
p( V,(x)) = p( V,(x)) = const. fa.a. x E X, then there exists a measurablefleld 
x -+ P(x) of the automorphisms of (Y, v) with properties: P(x) E N[S] and 
@(P(x)) = 0 f.a.a. x E X such that 
P(Qx)-‘U,P(x) = Uxsl(x), 
P(x) V,(x) P(x)- l = V,(x) s*(x) 
f.a.a. x E X, where x + si(x) is a field of the automorphisms of (Y, v) from 
[S] (i = 1,2). 
Note that the existence of the field x+ P(x) of Theorem 3.4 means that 
the automorphism P(x, y) = (x, P(x) y) belongs to N[G] and is the same as 
in Definition 3.1. 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 will be presented below. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (X, 9(X),p), (Y, 9’(Y), v) be spaces with 
measure, SEAut(Y,L?,v), Sv=v, vY=uo, x-t V(x) (xEX) is a 
measurable field of automorphisms of (Y, 9, v) such that V(x) E N[S], 
p( V(x)) = p, @(V(x)) = t (x E X), and x + A(x) is a measurable field of sets 
such that A(x) c Y, VA(X) = 1 (x E X). Let also (F, S(p),, VT be a measure 
space and S”E Aut(y, 9(n>, v”), s”v’= f, Fp= co, 2~ F, fx= 1, PE N[,$], 
~(0 =p, @(n = t. Then for p-a.a. x E X there exists a measurablefield of 
sets x--1 Y,(x) c Y such that SY,(x) = Y,(x), v(Y - Y,,(x)) = 0, and a 
measurable fteld of isomorphisms x--r U(x) (x E X) such that 
U(x): Ye(x)+ F, u(x)A(x)=Lx,vv U(x)=v; 
{U(x)S’y:iEZ}={SjU(x)y:jEZ}, 
U(x) V(x) Y = s(x) J%) Y, Y E Y&h 
where x + s(x) E [S] is a measurable field of automorphisms. 
(22) 
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Proposition 3.5 is an analogue of Lemma 2.5 of [5] and Theorem 3.8 of 
[3]. The proof of Proposition 3.5 is based on an analogue of Lemmas 
2.1-2.4 of [5] and uses the methods of [3] to obtain (22). 
3.2. Now we consider the proof of Theorem 3.4 found by Giordano 
and Skandalis (private communication). 
Let r be a v-equivalent probability measure on Y. Like in [ 12,11.5.1], one 
denotes by d,, the distance of [S] given by 
d,@,,R,)=r({yE Y:R,y#R,y})+s({y~ ~:R;‘yfR;‘y)) 
and d, the distance on N[S], given by 
where d, is the metric giving the weak topology on N[S]. Let us remember 
that [S] (resp. N[S]) is a complete separable group with respect to the 
metric du (resp. d). 
Let [S] be a closure of [S] in N[S] with respect o the topology given by 
d. By Lemma 54 of [ 121 we have equations 
[S] = {P E N[S]: Pv = v} = {P E N[S]: Q(P) = O}. 
Using Proposition 3.5, we can assume that there exist VE N(S_] with 
p(V) =p and two measurable fields of automorphisms x --) W,(x) E [S] such 
that 
x -+ W,(x) V,(x) W,(x)- l = Vs,(x), si(x) E [S], i = 1, 2. 
Let x + R,(x), i = 1,2, be the measurable fields of automorphisms defined by 
Ri(x) = lVi(Qx) U, IV,(x)-‘. Notice that we have: 
(0 R,(x)R,(x)-’ E PI, 
(ii) Ri(x) VRi(x)-‘V-’ = [R,(x), V] E [S], i= 1, 2. 
We shall use properties of measurable groupoids [ 151. Consider the 
approximately finite measured groupoids X X cZ = 5. Let pi : X X $7 -+ N[S] 
(i = 1, 2) be the two homomorphisms, defined by the representations 
?!3n-,O;EAut(Xx Y,pxt), 
‘Ji(x,~)=<Qx,Pi<x, l)Y)=(QX,Ri(X)Y). 
By (i) and (ii), we have: p1 =p2 mod[S] and [pi, V] E [S], i = 1,2. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let S and V be as above and F be an approximately 
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finite measured groupoid. Let p, , p2 homomorphisms of 5f in N[S] such that 
p1 =p2 modulo [$I and lo,, V] E [S] (i= 1,2). Then, there exist measurable 
maps P: X = yCO’ -+ [g] and k: ,V + [S] such that 
(1) P,(Y) = WI PWhW pW>)-‘, Y E y?, 
(2) [P(x), VI E [Sk x E x, 
where r(.) and s(e) denote the range and the source maps of y onto X, 
respectively. 
Proof. Composing V with an element of [S] one can suppose that V is 
aperiodic and that for each n > 1, there exist a partition {Ei : 0 < i < 2” - 1 } 
of Y such that VE, = Ei+, (Ezn = E,) and z(E,) < 2-” 
LEMMA 3.7, Let (Y, 9, v), z, and S be as above. Let (Ei: 1 < i < n} and 
{Fi : 1 < i < n} be two partitions of Y with vE, = VF,, 1 < i < n. Then, for all 
E > 0, there exists k E [S] such that kEi = Fi (1 < i < n) and 
d,(k, 1) < E + t r(E,dF,). 
i=l 
Proof. For a given i, if v(Ei - (Ei nFi)) # V(Fi - (Ei n Fi)), then 
v(EinFi)=m. LetthenAicEinFibewithr(Ai)<&(2n)-’,VAi=a.PPut 
Ci= (EinFi)-A,. 
If v(E, - (Ei n Pi)) = v(Fi - (Ei f7 Fi)), put Ci = Ei n Fi. One has 
v(E, - Ci) = v(Fi - Ci) for 1 < i < n. By the Lemma 3.2 of [3], there exists 
k E [S] such that k(U?z,Ci= 1 andk(E,-Ci)=Fi-Cifor l<i,<n. AS 
E 
=- f- (rEi - t(Ei n F,)) 
2+- i=l 
= f + ~ (ZFi - z(E, n Fi)), 
i=I 
one has 
< ’ + i (tEi + zF~ - 25(Ei n Fi)) 
i=l 
< E + 2 z(EidFi). a 
i=l 
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LEMMA 3.8. Let (Y, 9, v), z, S, and V be as above. For all E > 0 there 
exist 6 > 0 such thatfor all h E [S], d(h, 1) < 6 exists g E [S], with 
d,([g, VI, h) < E, d(g, 1) < E. 
Proof Let {Ei : 0 < i < 2” - 1) be a partition of Y such that VE, = Ei+ 1 
(with E,, = E,) and z(E,) < s/3. Let 6, > 0 be chosen such that 
[d(ri, 1) < 6,, ri E N[S]: i = 0, l,..., 2’-l,*d(jjr q,l) <E 
and 6, > 0 be such that 
[d(t, 1) < 6,, t E N[S]] G- [d(V’tV-‘, 1) < 6,) i = 0, l,..., 2” - 11. 
By Lemma 3.7, there exists 6 > 0 such that for h E [S], d(h, 1) < 6 there 
exists k E [S] with kh(Ei) = Ei, i= 0, l,..., 2” - 1, and d(kh, 1) < 6, and 
d,(kh, h) < s/3. Let g E [S] be defined by gx = (khV)?‘V-‘x if x E Ei. One 
has 
d,([ g, VI, h) < d,([ g, VI, kh) + d,(kh, h) < fe + + = E. 
If g, is defined by 
i-l 
gix = x, XE U Ej, 
j=O 
2n- 1 
= v’-‘khv-‘+lx, xE u Ej,1<i<2’-1, 
j=i 
onehasg=nfl;1giandd(gi,1)<6,,1~ii22”-1.Bythechoiceof6,, 
the lemma is proved. I 
LEMMA 3.9. Let (Y, 9, v) and S be as above and let K be defined by 
K= {gEN[S]: [g, VIE [S]}. 
(1) With respect to the metric d,, given by 
d,(g,h)=d&‘g, l)=d(h-‘g, l)+d,([h-‘g, VI, 1) 
-t d,([g-‘h, VI, 1) 
for g, h E K, K is a polish group. 
(2) Let H= [S] b e considered as a subgroup of K. Then, the closure 
of H in K, fiK is the intersection of K and the closure ti of H in N[S]. 
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Proof (1) Follows from [12, Lemma 53 of Sect. 11.51. 
(2) Let fE Hc~ K and E > 0 be given. There exists 0 < E, < s/2 with 
[d(T 1) < E,, 7-E N[S], d,(k, 1) < E, k E [S]] 
* d,(TkT- ‘, k) < e/2. 
Let 6 =8(&r) be as in the Lemma 3.8 and let h E [S] be such that 
d(h,f) < E, and d([h-‘f; V], 1) < 6. By the Lemma 3.8, there exists g E [S] 
with d(g, 1) < E, and 
So one has 
d,([g, VI, [h-!A VI> < ~1. 
d,([f-‘hg, VI, 1)=d,U-‘h[g, W’,h-‘fl h-‘.A 1) 
<d,(j-‘h[g, WV-‘flh-‘J; [g, WV-‘f]) 
+d,([g, V], [h-If, V]><E/~+E/~=E. I 
Then, by the Theorem 5.4 of [ 141, i.e., Krieger’s cohomology lemma 
applied to the groupoid Y = X x ,Z and K, H, pl, p2 as above, one gets the 
proposit&. I 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Proposition 3.6 gives the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
The measurable field of automorphisms x -+ PI(x) = W,(x)- ’ P(x) W,(x) 
will satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 3.4. 1 
4. OUTER CONJUGATION OF AUTOMORPHISMS FROM THE NORMALIZER 
OF TYPE III, GROUP (CONTINUATION) 
4.1. THEOREM 4.1. Let G be an a$ ergodic group of type III, 
automorphisms and a, /I E N[G] and {W,(G)} the associated flow with the 
group G. For a and p to be outer conjugate, it is necessary and suficient that 
p(a) =p@) and there should exist y E C{ W(G)} such that 
moda=ymodj3y-‘. (23) 
The conditions of Theorem 4.1 are necessary by Theorem 2.8 and we have 
are only to prove their sufficiency. Further, the case of mod a, 
mod p E {W,(G): t E W} was considered in Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.4. 
In this section, we deal with the case where mod a, mod p C$ { W,(G): t E R }. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 be fulfilled and 
(mod a)” 6$ {W,(G)}, (mad/3)” & {W,(G)} for all n E R\l. Let there exist 
580/60/3-6 
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y E C{ W(G)} such that mod a = y modpy-‘. Then a and /I are outer 
conjugate (in this case evidently p(a) =p@) = 0). 
Proof. First of all, note that from Theorem 2.8 follows the existence of 
yi E N[G] such that mod yi = y. Therefore the proof of the proposition is 
reduced to consideration of the case of mod a = mod /I. 
Now let G be generated by S,, Q, and act in the space (X x Y,,u x v) in 
accordance with (3). Since mod a = mod p, then Theorem 2.11 suggests by 
multiplication by t,, tD E [G] the automorphisms a and p may be brought to 
the form 
(24) 
where a, E N[Q] and the measurable fields x -+ V,” E N[S], x + Vt E N[S]. 
Moreover, since mod a = mod /I, then @(V,“) = @(Vt) f.a.a. x E X. 
It is clear that for the proof of Proposition 4.2 it is sufficient o show that 
there exists P E N[G] of the form 
P(x, Y) = (4 p, VI, P, E N[S] f.a.a. x E X, (25) 
such that 
p = p x ~Ds’l’p-l a@ xx x5 (sy) E [S]) f.a.a. x E X, 
and because P E N[G], the following must be true: 
u =p x u sQ)p-1 Qx xx x f.a.a. x E X, (27) 
where x + si2) is a measurable field and s$*) E [S] f.a.a. x E X. 
Let ,!? be an approximatively finite groupoid constructed by a group with 
the generatrices a,, and Q. Define two Bore1 homomorphisms p, and pb from 
the groupoid y into the group N[S], with defining their values on the 
generatrices in the following way 
P,(x, a,) = C, p&, a,) = vf, 
P,(-G Q> = P&G Q> = ux - 
Since @(V:) = @(Vf), then p, =pb(mod [.?I). Therefore we find ourselves in 
the conditions of the theorem of the appendix of [ 131 (i.e., the Bures-Con- 
nes-Krieger-Sutherland cohomology theorem). Its application suggests the 
existence of a field of automorphisms x + P(x) E N[S] satisfying (26) and 
(27). 1 
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4.2. PROPOSITION 4.3. Let us have the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 
furfilled and let the automorphisms a, /I satisfy these assumptions and 
moreover let mod up = mod /3* = W,(G), then a and p are outer conjugate. 
Proof. Let p be the least number from N for which 
mod up = mod pp = W,(G). Evidently, p is a divisor of p(a) =p@), then let 
us set p(a) =p,p. Since in the proof of Proposition 4.2 one may assume that 
mod a = mod/I, a and /3 have the form of (24) and 
ai E [Ql. (29) 
Let us set for certainty that mod up = modPP = 1 is the case where 
mod up = mod/?* = Wf(t # 0) is considered similarly. By Proposition 1.5, 
there are t,, t4 E [G] such that f.a.a. (x, y) E X x Y, 
0,(x, y) = t; ’ a”(4.v) = (x, @y>, 




da”> =Pcljp) =P1. (32) 
In view of (24) and (29), t, and to have the following form (see the proof of 
Proposition 1.5): 
t,(x,v> = (Q’% .Wx>, UT x> s,(x)Y>, 
t&, v) = (Qncx)x, .W(x), U, x) SKY) f.a.a. (x, y), 
(33) 
where x + si(x) (i = 1,2) are measurable fields of automorphisms from [S]. 
Thus 
t, = tqs,, 83 E [Sol. 
Since the measurable fields x + @ and x -+ v$ satisfy (2 I), then 
(34) 
QoO, = OnQos,, 
Qoo, = &Q,s, 3 s49 85 E [Sol. 
(35) 
Hence, as 0, and O. leave the points of the measure space (X,p) fixed, it 
follows, in view of (34), that 
t,o, = oat&,, t&3 = O&S,, s6, s7 E [&I* (36) 
Now, since mod 0, = mod a” = 1 = modPP = mod 0, and (32) is true, 
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then by Theorem 3.4, there exists P, = (x -+ PI(x)) E N[G] n N[S,] 
satisfying (27) and such that 
8, =p,e,s,p;~, s8 E [sOl* 
From (27), it follows that Q, = P, Q,,s,P-‘, sg E [S,], and therefore the 
following relation is true: 
t, = P, t&P;‘, 810 E [Sol; 
and because of (34) the following relation as well: 
ap = P,pps,,P;‘, $11 E IW 
Thus, without loss of generality in the consideration we may assume that 
0, = e4h t, = tp,, ap =pps13, s,+,, E [sol. (37) 
While substituting the automorphism a by its conjugate automorphism 
P,aP;’ (P2 = (x -+ P2(x)) E N[S,]) and applying Proposition 3.5, we 
assume that the automorphism 8, is 0,(x, y) = (x, pay), where va E N[S]. 
Further, as in Proposition 4.2, let us consider the groupoid Y constructed 
by a group with the generatrices a, and Q and define the Bore1 
homomorphisms p,,po: Y -+K = {k E N[S]: [k, pa] E [S]} such that (see 
(24)) 
P,(x, ao> = C, P&G a,) = VL 
P,(x~ Q> = P&G Q> = ux. 
Since @(V;) = @(Vt) for a.a. x E X and [p,, p], [po, PO] E [S], as follows 
from (30), (35), and (36), then p, = pD (mod [S] n K) and thus, by virtue of 
Lemma 3.9, p, = ps (mod [S] n K). Thus, the conditions of Proposition 3.6 
are fulfilled, and its application yields the existence of an automorphism 
P = (x -+ P(x)) which is outer conjugation of a and /3 and commutes by the 
modulus [S] with 8,. I 
5. CLASSES OF OUTER CONJUGATE AUTOMORPHISMS FROM 
NORMALIZERS OF TYPE III, (0 CA < ~)FULL GROUPS 
5.1. We are showing a preliminary result on the outer conjugation of 
commutative groups of automorphisms from the measure-preserving full 
group normalizer. 
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If S is the ergodic automorphism of (Y, V) preserving V, and R E N[S], 
then we set 
dR-‘v 
dv ( y) = mod R. 
Since we assumed that S is ergodic and R belongs to N[S] it readily follows 
that mod R = const. f.a.a. y E Y. If v(Y) < co, then mod R = 1. If v(Y) = co, 
then it can be easily shown that for any 1 E F?+\{O} there exists R, E N[S] 
such that mod R, = 1 (cf. Remark 2.10). According to [3], for R E N[S] the 
numbers p(R) and mod R are complete systems of invariants of the outer 
conjugation. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let (Y, v) be a Lebesgue space, v an infinite measure 
on Y, S an ergodic freely acting automorphism of (Y, v) preserving v, and 
1 E (0, 1). Let H be a commutative discrete subgroup with a finite number of 
generatrices h, , h, ,..., h, ; U,(H) (i = 1,2) are two actions of the group H on 
(Y, v) such that U,(H)cN[S] and if UJhT’) ... Ui(hzn) E [S], then 
mj[p(Ui(hi))]-’ E 7, i= 1,2. Besides, numbers log(mod Ut(h,) and 
log A (i = 1, 2; j = l,..., n) are rationally independent. Then equalities 
P(u, (hj)) = P(u*(hj))y mod U, (hj) = mod Uz(hj) are the necessary and 
suficient conditions of existence of an automorphism a E N[G] such that 
U,(hj) = aU,(hj) sja-I, where sj E [S] (j = 1, 2,..., n). 
Proposition 5.1 is an analogue of Theorem 3.8 of [3] with and is proved 
by the procedure of [3]. 
Let us consider the following realization. Let (Y, v) be the Lebesgue space, 
v the o-finite measure, S the ergodic automorphism of (Y, v) acting freely, 
and 0A E N[S] and v o 19, = Iv. Then the full group G, generated by S and 
BA is type III,. This representation of a type III, group is convenient to 
study automorphisms from N[G,]. By using this representation, one can 
write the actions of the generatrices S,, 8,, of the dual group G,, in 
(Y x F?, v x m), where m is the Lebesgue measure on F?, and then find the 
flow { W,(G,): t E iR} associated with G,. A simple calculation shows that 
{ W’JG,)] = F?/Z log 1 and acts shiftwise in F?/Z log 1. Therefore, if 
a E N[G,], then 
mod a E IR/E log A. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let a E N[G,] and mod a = 1; then there exists t E GA 
such that t-la E N[S] and v o t-la = v. 
The Lemma is proved just in the same way as Proposition 1.5. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let BE N[S], v o e=Av (0 < 1 < l), then 0 is the 
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automorphism of (Y, v) of type 1, and a fundamental set for 0 may chosen to 
be of infinite measure. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let 19~ E N[S], i = 1,2, and v o Bi = Av (0 < l. < 1). Then 19~ 
are conjugated, i.e., there exist y E N[S] such that ~9~ = y&y-‘. 
Proof. Since p(0,) =p(B,) = 0 and mod ei =A, then according to [3], 
there are yi E N[S] and s E [S] such that e1 = y1f9zsy;1. We set 
yle2y;1 = e;, then 8, = e;s,, S, E [s]. 
Let Fi (i = 1,2) be fundamental sets for 8, and 8;) respectively, and 
v(FJ = co. Then there exists w E [S] such that wF, = F,. Let us set 
tx = wx, xEF,, 
= (e;)n we;5, xEO:F,,ncZ. 
It is clear that t is a one-to-one measurable mapping of (Y, v) onto itself 
and v o t = V. Further, since 0, =&s,, then 8;” = (0;))‘s,, where s, E [S] 
and (e;)nwO;n = (O;)“w(e;)-nsn E [S]. Therefore t E [S]. It follows 
immediately from the definition of t that to, = 0; t or 8, = t - ‘0; t. Recalling 
that 0; = y1 e2 y; ’ we see that the lemma is true. 1 
COROLLARY 5.5. If BE N[Sl,and v 0 8=Av (0 <A < l), then 
(1) for any s E [S] there exists k E [S] such that s = &‘k-‘ek 
(2) there exists a frow {p,} c N(S] such that v 0 pI = e’v and 8 = plogA. 
The corollary follows from Remark 2.10 and Lemma 5.4. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let a E N[Gn], then there exists t E G, such that 
t-la E N[S] and t-la commutates with BA. 
Proof. Let {p,} be a flow from N[S] such that pt, = 0*, A = et0 (cf. 
Corollary 5.5) and v 0 pt = e’v. Then for mod a E 1R/Z log 1, there exists 
t, E iR such that mod et, = mod a. Let us consider y = apt; ‘. It stands to 
reason that y E N[G,] and mod y = 1. By Lemma 5.2, there exists t E GA 
such that t-‘y E N[S]. But then t-la = t-‘yp,, and since pI, E N[S], then 
also t-la E N[S]. 
We set a E N[S]. Then since a E N[G,], then &?,a-’ E G, n N[S]. Since 
mod(a@, a - ‘) = A, then a8,a - ‘8;’ belongs to G, and preserves the measure 
v, and therefore ae,a-l t9h1 E [S], i.e., aeAa-’ = 0,s. By Corollary 5.5, 
there is t E [S] such that s = 8,’ t- ‘0, t or ae, a - l = t - ‘0, t. So, the lemma 
is proved. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let a,P E N[G,] and either (1) mod a = mod /I = 1 
and&) =PW or (2) mod a = mod p # 1 and mod a rationally independent 
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of log A (certainly in this case p(a) =p@) = 0), then a and /I are outer 
conjugate. 
ProoJ Based on Lemma 5.6, one may think that a and /I commutate 
with 8, and a, p E N[S]. Let us consider the commutative groups of 
automorphisms from N[S] with generatrices (eA, a) and (0,) p). The validity 
of this proposition now follows from Proposition 5.1. 1 
5.2. Now we turn to the study of the automorphisms a from N[G,] 
with mod a = (m/n) log 1. First, it is proper to supply examples of such 
automorphisms. If 0, = plO, where t, = log 1 (see Corollary 5.5), then 
mod prt, = r log J (r E Q). To construct other examples of automorphism 
with the “periodic” module, we shall need examples of automorphisms 
a E N[G,] with mod a = 1. Remember that the known construction of the 
type III, group can be made by the following procedure: Let X = (0, 1) “, a 
measure ,u~ on X be the product of measures pu, = 0;” ,u, where ,D is the 
measure on {0, 1):,u(O)=p,~(l)=q,p+q= 1, and q/p=A. We denote by 
r, the group of automorphisms of (X,,D~) with generatrices di (i E bJ>, where 
(6ix)j = xi, j # i, 
= xi + 1 (mod 2), j = i. 
It is clear that r, is the type III, group (0 < 2 < 1). Let us consider the type 
II, group rlj2 and the mappings tp (p E n\l) of the space (X,,U~,,) of the form 
<tpx>j=Xj’, where x&+~=x(~+I)~, x~~+~=x~~~~~--~ x;,+ )~=x(~~I)~-~~ 
n = 0, I,.... It is straightforward that tp E N[T,,,] and tg = 1. Further, let 
(X’, P’> = (X Pl,2P and us denote by t, an automorphism of (X’,p’) of the 
form t, = @,“=, tp. If Q2 is a group of the automorphisms of (X’,p’) 
generated by the groups r,,* E Aut(X,p& acting in each of the components 
of (X’,,U’), then Tiiz is the type II, ergodic group and t, E N[r;,,] with 
P(b) = 0. 
Let us consider the space (X x X,,U~ x ,u,,*) and its group of 
automorphisms of the form r, x r,,*. Then r, x r,,* is the type III, group 
[7] and s, = 1 x tp E N[T, x r,,*], p = 0,2 ,.... Moreover, s; = (1 x tp)” = 1 
and mod sp = 1. 
Now we shall supply examples of automorphisms from N[G,] with a 
periodic module. It is clear that G, x r1,2 is a type III, group of 
automorphisms of (Y x X,,2, v X p,,,) and for r = m/n (m, N E bI), 
4.p =~rt, x tp E N[GA x r,,& 
mod or,, = r log A, e:P, E [GA x r1,21. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let a E N[T,] and p(a)p-’ E N, then a is outer 
conjugated with a x sp E N[I’, x r, x r,,,]. 
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Since r, as the group of automorphisms of (X, pn) is weakly equivalent o 
r, x r, x r1/2, then the theorem is proved just in the same way as Theorem 
2.3.1 of [l]. 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let (Y, v) be the Lebesgue space with the a-finite 
measure v, G, the group of the automorphisms of (Y, v) with generatrices S 
and 0,. Zfa,PEN[G,] and modP= 1 andp(a)p@)-‘E N, then a is outer 
conjugated with a x /I E N[G, x G,]. 
Indeed, from Proposition 5.7 it follows that /I is outer conjugated with 
s,,(~). Now the validity of the corollary follows from Theorem 5.8. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let a E N[G,] and mod a = (m/n) log A (m, n E N), and 
p(a) = nl (IE N). Then a is outer conjugated with the standard 
automorphism f?,,, (r = m/n). 
Proof. Consider y = a x 8,: x 8,,, E N[ G, x G, x G,] = N[ G,]. Since 
e,: x or,, E N[G,I xGAL mod(8;: x 0,,,) = 1, and ~(0;: x Or.,) = nl =p(a), 
then it follows from Corollary 5.9 that a is outer conjugated with y. Further, 
since mod(a x 0;:) = 1, p(a x 0;:) = nl =p(a), then from this corollary we 
find that 0,,, is outer conjugated with y, i.e., a and 0,,, are outer 
conjugate. I 
THEOREM 5.11. Let G, be the type III, group (0 < I < l), a, 0 E N[G,]. 
Then a and /? are outer conjugate if and only if mod a = mod p E R/Z log A 
and p(a) = PV). 
6. CLASSES OF OUTER CONJUGATE AUTOMORPHISMS FROM 
THE NORMALIZER OF TYPE III, FULL GROUP 
All ergodic type III, a.f. groups are isomorphic to one another (71. A 
typical example of such a group may be constructed as follows: Let numbers 
0 < )L, < 1, i = 1, 2, be such that log Izi (r = 1, 2) are rationally independent. 
Let us consider the full group GAIAz = [G,, x GIJ, where G,, is the type III,, 
full group constructed in Section 5. Then GA,,tI acts in the space 
(Y,, vi) = (Y X Y, v X v). If S(G,I) is the ergodic subgroup of G,, preserving 
v, it is clear that S(G,l,J = [S(G,,) x S(G,J] is the maximum ergodic 
subgroup of Gn,,2 preserving vi = v x v and 01, = en, x 1 E N[S(G,,,,)], 
ei2 = 1 x en, E NW,,,,)l. H ence it readily follows that the flow 
associated with GA,A2 is trivial (i.e., G,3,12 is a type III, group). 
LEMMA 6.1. Let a E N[G,J n NIS(G,l,J] and vI 0 a = vl, then there 
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exists t E G, ,A2 such that t-la commutates with On, and eA,(t-‘a)= 
(t-la) 8,,2s, where s E [S(GA1,,)] = SllAz. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. rfai E N[G,,,J nN[S,,J and v, 0 a, = v, (i= 1, 2) 
then a, and a2 are outer conjugate, ifand only ifp(a,) =p(a,) wherep(a,) is 
the outer period of ai. 
This proposition is a corollary of Lemma 6.1 and Proposition 5.1. 
LEMMA 6.3. Zf a E N[G,,,J and (dv, o a/dv,)(y,) E {AyA:: m, n E Z, 
y, E Y, }, then there exists t E GA,,* such that t- ‘a E N[S, ,,Is] and 
v, 0 t -la=vl. 





Let us define a transformation t, by setting f.a.a. y, E E,,,, 
where s,,, E SAlA is such that aE,,, = ~,,,,e~,e~~E,,,,. The existence of 
S n,m follows from the ergodicity of SI,12 and the fact that vl(aE,,,) = 
A: AFvl(En,,J = v1(8;1e;2En,m). Consequently, t is an automorphism from 
G A,12, and is such that f.a.a. y1 E E,,,, 
dv, 0 t 
,,I(r,)=W. 
But then t-la preserves the measure vi and from t-la E N[G,,,J it follows 
that t-la E NISAI,,]. 1 
Let us consider group rA+* = [rA, x m,] of automorphisms of 
(Xl 9 luA1.a*) = (X x x PAI x Pun,>, where r, and (X,pu,) are the same as in 
Section 5, and log Ji (i = 1,2) are rationally independent. Then r’+* is a 
type III, full group and therefore rA,A2 x r1,2 is a type III, group. Consider 
an automorphism of (X, x X, ,u~,~, x ,D,,,) of the form sp = 1 x 1 X t,,, where 
tp is the same as in Section 5. Evidently, sp E N[T,+* x ri,J and si = 1. 
According to [7], the groups r1,A2 x r,,* and r*,*, are weakly equivalent. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let BE N[TA,AJ and p(B)p-’ E N, then B is outer 
conjugated with 0 x s, E NITAIAl x rAlA2 x rJ. 
The theorem is proved by the same procedure as Theorem 2.3.1 of [ 11. 
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COROLLARY 6.5. If 8 is the same as in Theorem 6.4, then 8 is outer 
conjugated with B x 1 E N[T11,2 x rA,,J. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let g E G be an ergodic group of type III, automorphisms 
of (X,,u), and (dp o g/dp)(x) E {k:AT: n, m E Z} f.a.a. x EX. Then 
S(G X GAlA*) is an ergodic group of automorphisms of (X x Y,, ,u X vl). 
ProoJ Let g E G and 
Then {E,,,(g): n, m E Z } is a partition of X; set 
R (X, Y) = ( gX, 6,” e,-2” Y >, x E ~n,rnW* 
Then R E [G X Gn,12] and R E S(G X GA+,). Let f E Lm(XX Y,,,u X v,) 
and S(G X GA,,,J-invariant. Then for s E S(G,,,,) and f.a.a.(x, y) E X X Y, 
f (x9 SY> =f (x3 Y>* 
From ergodicity of S(G,,,,) it follows that f (x, y) does not depend on y E Y, 
f.a.a. x E X. But in this case, since R E S(G X GA,+), then f 0 R =f, or 
f (gx) = f (x) f.a.a. x E X. Now from the ergodicity of the group G it follows 
that f = const. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Let BE N[GA,12], then 0 is outer conjugated with 
8, E N[G,J such that 8, E N[S(G,,,,)] and V, 0 0, = vl. 
Proof. Let r be a full group of automorphisms of (X,,ul,J generated by 
I- A,12 and 0. By [3], r is an a.f. group, and since its associated flow is trivial, 
then r is type III,. Then, according to [7], there exists a measure m on X 
equivalent to pl,IAl and such that (dm o y/dm)(x) E {nln!:: n, m E Z} f.a.a. 
x E X, y E r. Let us consider the group rA,A2 x GA,J, of automorphisms of 
(XX Y, m x vi). By Lemma 6.6, S(rAl12 x GllA2) is an ergodic group. 
According to Corollary 6.5, 8, = 0 x 1 E N[r,+ x G*,J is outer 
conjugated with 0. Besides, as (dm o B/dm)(x) E {n:n;l: n, m E Z} f.a.a. 
x E X (so far as t9 E r), then f.a.a. (x, y) E X x Y,, 
d(m x vl) 0 8, 
4m x vd 
(x, y) E {k;Ar;l: n, m E Z}. 
According to Lemma 6.3, there exists t E [rA+, x GA+,] such that t-le, 
preserves m x v, and t-‘0, E N[S(r,,A2 x Gn&]. 1 
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THEOREM 6.8. Let G be an a.$ type III, group, a,, a2 E N[G]. For ai 
(i = 1,2) to be outer conjugated, it is necessary and su$%ient that 
p(aJ =p(aJ. 
Proof. Based on Proposition 6.7, one may assume that 
ai E NIGA1,J nNISIIAZ], i = 1,2, and v1 o ai = v,, i = 1,2. Thus, the 
theorem is implied by Proposition 6.2. I 
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